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Introduction to the Special Issue on Information Theory in Molecular Biology and Neuroscience

 INFORMATION theory—a field at the intersection of applied mathematics and electrical engineering—was primarily developed for the purpose of addressing problems arising in data storage and data transmission over (noisy) communication media. Consequently, information theory provides the formal basis for much of today’s storage and communication infrastructure.

Many attempts were made to branch the field of information theory out so as to include topics from more diverse research areas, such as computer science, physics, economics, sociology, neuroscience, and more recently, bioinformatics and systems biology. One such effort was started by Henry Quastler, who launched the area of “information theory in biology” in 1949 (just a year after the 1948 landmark paper of Shannon and four years before the inception of molecular biology shaped by the work of Crick and Watson), in a paper written with Dancoff, “The information content and error rate of living things.” Continuing this effort, Quastler organized two symposiums on “Information Theory in Biology.” These attempts were rather unsuccessful as argued by Henry Linschitz, who pointed out that there are difficulties in defining information “of a system composed of functionally interdependent units and channel information (entropy) to “produce a functioning cell” (cf. L. E. Kay, Who Wrote the Book of Life, 2000).

Looking back at Shannon’s pioneering work, it is apparent that successful application of information-theoretic ideas outside communication theory (in particular, in life sciences) requires new directions and analytical paradigm shifts. Shannon’s theory does not have adequate extensions for handling complicated nonstationary, nonergodic, and time-varying systems such as living cells. In addition, classical information theory does not take into account the context and semantics of information, its spatial structure, timeliness of information delivery, or multidimensional resource constraints on information processing systems. Delay management and control, structure-based information delivery, and resource limitations are ubiquitous phenomena in biology—they appear in the context of gene regulatory networks and self-organizing networks, cascade-signalling in cells, and spatio-temporal code reconstruction in neuroscience.

The importance of addressing new challenges in information theory motivated by applications in life sciences was emphasized many times in the life science research community. Manfred Eigen, Nobel laureate in chemistry, opined: “The differentiable characteristic of living systems is information. Information assures the controlled reproduction of all constituents, thereby ensuring conservation of viability.” He went on further to describe “life is an interplay of energy, entropy, and information,” to be studied jointly by physicists, biologists, chemists, and information theorists.

While most fundamental problems at the interface of information theory and biology remain unsolved, there have been many success stories. Information-theoretic methods have been employed in several biological applications, such as predicting the correlation between DNA mutations and disease, identifying protein binding sequences in nucleic acids, and analyzing neural spike trains and higher functionalities of cognitive systems. As the natural sciences become increasingly diverse, a paradigm of union and cooperation between these fields and information theory will lead to even greater breakthroughs. In particular, information theory has the potential to galvanize the fields of molecular biology and the neurosciences, and these disciplines can bolster each other towards new insight and discoveries in the natural sciences as well as information theory itself.

This Special Issue of the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY explores these areas and presents a new platform for engaging both the life science and information theory communities toward collaborative further work in these disciplines. That such collaborations are indeed possible is exemplified by the guest editors, whose joint expertise includes analysis of algorithms, bioinformatics, coding, control, and information theory, neuroscience, and systems biology. The goal of the guest editor team was to select a set of papers for the special issue that illustrate how novel ideas in information theory may lead to novel and efficient solutions of problems in life sciences. Paper selection was performed based on two-sided reviews performed by experts in biology and information theory. The 20 papers in this issue are the result of this yearlong effort.

The papers in this Special Issue are divided in two classes. The first class of papers addresses problems in genomics, proteomics, and systems biology (molecular biology) using information- and coding-theoretic techniques. The second class of papers addresses questions from the field of computational and model-based neuroscience (neuroscience).

Two papers are invited contributions, illustrating the fact that classical information theory may not be adequate for addressing certain questions in molecular biology and neuroscience. The paper by Don H. Johnson, entitled “Information theory and neural information processing,” deals with the inadequacy of classical information theory for characterizing the capacity of non-Poisson processes that represent good models for neural signals. By introducing the notion of an information sink, and via a key premise that in neuroscience, the result of information processing is an action, the author proposes a novel approach to non-Poisson characterization of neuronal populations. The paper by David J. Galas, Matti Nykter, Gregory W. Carter, Nathan D. Price, and Ilya Shmulevich, entitled “Biological information as set-based complexity,” describes a class of mea-
asures for quantifying the contextual nature of the information in sets of objects, based on Kolmogorov’s intrinsic complexity. Such measures discount both random and redundant information and do not require a defined state space to quantify the information.

For the first time in the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, we introduce a special paper category termed “Opinions.” “Opinions” are paper formats sometimes used by the biology community, and their goal is to raise challenging and potentially controversial issues in the research community. The paper by Gerard Battail, “Heredity as an encoded communication process,” certainly raises important and interesting questions regarding the evolution of the genetic code. The premise of the paper is that the conservation of genomes over a geological timescale and the existence of mutations at shorter intervals can be conciliated assuming that genomes possess intrinsic error-correction codes.

In the area of molecular biology, papers explore three general areas: sequencing technology methods, interaction analysis methods, and theoretical sequence analysis.

Sequencing technology methods examined include: quantitative polymerase chain reaction (the paper by Haris Viko, Babak Hassibi, and Arjang Hassibi, entitled “Limits of performance of quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) systems”), sequence-related data compression (the paper by Pavol Hanus, Janis Dingel, Georg Chalkidis, and Joachim Hagenauer “Compression of whole genome alignments” and the paper by Yaniv Erlich, Assaf Gordon, Michael Brand, Gregory J. Hannon, and Partha P. Mitra, entitled “Compressed genotyping”), and DNA sequence base-calling (Xiaomeng Shi, Desmond S. Lun, Muriel Médard, Ralf Kötter, James C. Meldrim, and Andrew J. Barry, “Joint base-calling of two DNA sequences with factor graphs”). Interaction analysis method papers include the work by Gian-Josep Maynou-Chacón, Joan-Josep Gallardo-Chacón,Montserrat Valverdú, Pere Caminal, and Alexandre Perera, “Computational detection of transcription factor binding sites through differential Rényi entropy,” on detecting transcription factor binding sites as well as estimation of protein and domain interactions by Faruck Morcos, Marcin Sikora, Mark S. Alber, Dale Kaiser, and Jesús A. Izaguirre, “Belief propagation estimation of protein and domain interactions using the sum-product algorithm.” In the theoretical analysis section, Andrzej K. Brodzik describes an approach for rapid sequence homology assessment in “Rapid sequence homology assessment by subsampling the genome space using difference sets.” Lorenzo Galleani and Roberto Garello’s work is focused on determining the minimum entropy mapping spectrum of a DNA sequence in the paper entitled “The minimum entropy mapping spectrum of a DNA sequence.” A rigorous analysis of classification errors with applications to genomic data analysis is provided in the paper “Joint sampling distribution between actual and estimated classification errors for linear discriminant analysis” by Amin Zollanvari, Ulisses M. Braga-Neto, and Edward R. Dougherty. An interesting example of how statistical physics, coding theory, and biological network analysis can be studied jointly is described in an overview paper by Igor Zinovik, Yuri Chebiryak, and Daniel Kroening, entitled “Periodic orbits and equilibria in Glass models for gene regulatory networks.”

In the area of neuroscience, the focus of the seven papers is on modeling and analyzing the properties of coding mechanisms employed by ensemble of neurons, capacity analysis of neural channels, as well as cochlear implant analysis. In the first category, the paper by Aurel A. Lazar, “Population encoding with Hodgkin–Huxley neurons,” considers ensemble coding advantages in terms of system capacity. A similar approach to studying neural systems is pursued in the paper by Prapun Suksompon and Toby Berger, “Capacity analysis for integrate-and-fire neurons with descending action potential thresholds,” with an emphasis on integrate-and-fire neurons. In “A mathematical theory of energy efficient neural computation and communication,” the authors Toby Berger and William B. Levy extend the analysis on integrate-and-fire neurons by determining the long-term probability distribution of the action potential of this ensemble of neurons. The cooperative coding capability of neurons is modeled and analyzed in the overview paper by Mehdi Aghagolzadeh, Seif Eldawlatly, and Karim Oweiss, entitled “Synergistic coding by cortical neural ensembles.” The paper by Michael C. Gastpar, Patrick R. Gill, Alexander G. Huth, and Frédéric E. Theunissen, “Anthropic correction of information estimates and its application to neural coding,” describes new bias correction methods for estimating asymmetric mutual information, while the paper “Symmetry breaking in soft clustering decoding of neural codes” by Albert E. Parker, Alexander G. Dimitrov, and Tomáš Gedeon describes how bifurcation analysis can be used to study optimal quantization schemes for minimizing neural signal information distortion. Finally, the paper “A channel model for inferring the optimal number of electrodes for future cochlear implants” by Mark D. McDonnell, Anthony N. Burkitt, David B. Grayden, Hamish Meffin, and Alex. J. Grant, considers the problems of determining the number of electrodes that achieves optimal hearing performance in patients with cochlear implants.

The guest editors would like to thank all authors that submitted their manuscripts to this unique special issue and they are grateful to all diligent and thorough reviewers that evaluated the papers. The editors also hope that this special issue will set directions for research in information theory for many years to come.
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